COLD
COMPOST

Delicious for worms and plants

Method:
Place your container (s) in a well-drained level spot in your garden.
A warmer spot will produce compost more quickly. A home-made,
wooden compost bay should ideally be at least 1mx1m and have small
gaps between plants for air circulation. If using a ready-made plastic

You will need:

bin then place it onto soil to allow worms and other useful organisms

A large mixing container (can be made out of old pallets or bought from

to enter the heap. Place some thin twigs on bottom layer to encourage

your local garden centre or from the council)

air circulation. Ideally a heap should be turned occasionally. If you have

A mixture of brown material (carbon-rich) and green material (nitrogen

the space for several compost bays then the first would be turned into

rich)

second, etc. If using a ready-made bin, you may not be able to turn
easily. In this case you should be careful to layer the types of material

Examples of Brown Materials:

going in to ensure the heap doesn’t either dry out or get slimy and smelly.

Deciduous leaves / Hedge clippings / Dead material from cutting stems
Cardboard / Egg boxes / Shredded newspaper

To Make the Compost:

Examples of Green Materials:

Mix your green ingredients with your brown ingredients in a ratio of

Grass cuttings / Vegetable peelings and old fruit / Vegetable thinnings

around 2:1 green to brown. This could mean: 1 bucket of seaweed or

and spent annuals / Plant tops and weed tops (without roots and avoid

grass cuttings plus; 1 bucket of veg peelings and coffee grounds/tea

any with seed heads) / Seaweed / Manure (preferably cow, chicken or

bags plus; 1 bucket of straw or shredded paper. If you are just adding

horse, definitely not cat, human or dog!) / Bone meal

ingredients as they become available be careful not to layer too thickly.
For example: too many grass cuttings can exclude air and lead to a
slimy smelly heap. A lot of wet kitchen waste (such as coffee grinds)
may make your heap too wet. It is a good idea to keep some dry material
handy, such as straw or shredded paper, to help solve soggy heap issues.
Oxygen is another essential ingredient for compost making. If too wet
or lacking in air the heap will become smelly. Worms should find your

heap by themselves. Look out for the little red Tiger worms who do
most of the work, not your regular earthworms. To speed you heap
up you can use an activator. Buy from the shop or save yourself some
money by adding some human urine! Seaweed is also a good activator
if you don’t fancy peeing on your heap. Comfrey and nettle fertilizer are
also good. (see separate recipe). If your compost bay has no lid then
keep the heap from getting soggy and cold by covering with an old
piece of carpet.
If you are using a 2 or 3 bay system you can turn your heap into the
neighbouring bay when the first one is full. Then leave it to mature for
around 6 months. Compost is ready to be used when it is dark brown
and crumbly. It should have no unpleasant smell. Avoid putting cooked
food or dairy produce into your heap, or meat and fish. You will attract
vermin and the heap will stink. Your compost heap needs oxygen.
Aerate by adding brown material whenever it gets too claggy.
If you are using a ready-made bin then you lift the bin off the heap
when it is full, then leave to mature. If you have no space to re-locate
the bin then you may need to empty it (some come in panels to make
this easier) and then start from scratch. You can also get small amounts
of usable compost by collecting it from the bottom of your bin if it has
an opening. The time your compost takes to mature will depend on
temperature and what you put in it. Small twigs and brown materials are
useful for aeration but take longer to rot. You can sieve them out of your
finished compost and simply put them back through again. In Scotland,
a cold compost heap will take between 9-18 months to produce finished
compost.

